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INTRO

A R E Y O U A
GREEN OBSERVER?

“The environment is where we all meet;
where we all have a mutual interest;
it is the one thing we all have in common”

A

s a green observer, it is of

advocating for a more sustainable

utmost importance that we

economy.

become environmentally aware.

Individually, being a green observer

Environmental awareness is critical

is a duty we all owe nature and it is a

because it can help to minimize

duty we should all take seriously and

pollution and global warming and It

when we accumulate the efforts of

can also lead to a more sustainable

each individual, we become

world especially when we all

empowered and we put ourselves in

contribute our quota towards

a better position to achieve the

promoting

Sustainable Development Goals.

renewable resources

such as solar, wind, water and
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2022 WORLD
ENVIRONMENT
DAY

“Nothing is more beautiful than seeing the young generation
getting involved and participating in actions
that foster environmental sustainability.”

W

e had a great time during

The event which was also streamed

the symposium held in

online witnessed numerous

commemoration of the 2022 World

activities like questions and

Environment Day. The theme for this

answers segment with students

year is “Only one Earth” and we

winning gifts, presentations

thought to ourselves, how do we

the distinguished speakers as well

preach only one earth without

as tree planting.

including the youths who are being

It was refreshing seeing the young

trained to become leaders of

ones get excited about their role in

tomorrow?

protecting the environment and we

This informed our decision to

can only hope that they start

charge into secondary schools and

practicing everything they learnt

have an enlightening conversation

during the program. The future we

about the need to preserve and

want is achievable and if we are to

conserve our environment. The

build back better then it is

remarkable symposium was held

imperative that we involve the

simultaneously in 6 locations

leaders of tomorrow.

from

M
O
IB
A
AKW

across Africa, We had 6 locations, 5
in Nigeria and 1 in Tanzania.
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2022 WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY

05

2022 WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY

06

2022 WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY
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2022 WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY

20AFRICA
22 GREEN GRANT
F

BOOTCAMP

or us at EETF, June truly is a

empowering green initiative that

month of earthly activities and

provides sustainable solutions to

this year was no different. We

environmental threats within

kicked off the month with the 2022

Africa. This year alone, we received

WED and we rounded up the month

over 9,000 applications form all

with the 2022 Africa Green Grant

across Africa and after due

Bootcamp, one of our ﬂagship

screening, we publicized the top 10

programs design to promote

entrepreneurs with representation

environmental sustainability by

from all African regions.

A

t the beginning of the year

them for their brilliance and

2022 when we called for

willingness to be changemakers.

application submission for Africa

The Swedish Ambassador's

Green Grant category, we had no

opening remark was followed up

idea we would receive such

with the Leadership and

enormous applications and even

Developmental Training by Dr.

though we acknowledge and

Richard Munang (Deputy Regional

commend every one of the over

Director, UNEP) where he prepared

9,000 initiatives that submitted

the cohorts for the task ahead and

their applications, we could only

also encouraged them through

select 10 entries which made up

his soul stirring and thought

the 2022 bootcamp cohorts who

provoking speech which was

beneﬁted from the

intensive 5

centered on the need to be

days bootcamp training

awaken and to take charge as a

facilitated by experts from diverse

solution provider .

ﬁelds brought together to impact

The rest of the Bootcamp went

the cohorts with valuable

smoothly with sessions on Art of

knowledge and the technicalities

the Start, Basic Pitching Ideas,

involved in running a green

Leadership Skills, SDG

business successfully.

Implementation, Grant Writing,

The 2022 Bootcamp session was

Social Media Marketing, Human

declared open by H.E Carl Micheal

Resources, IT in the 21st Century

Gräns (The Swedish Ambassador

alongside Bookkeeping &

to Cameron, Ghana, Nigeria and

Accounting.

ECOWAS) where he encouraged
the participants and applauded

08

09

Feedbacks from Previous
Africa Green Grant Bootcamp

From the feedback gathered from

grateful for it.

past and present bootcamp

We are sure you are as excited as

cohorts, it is safe to say that the

we are to meet the winner for this

value from these sessions is truly

year's Africa Green Grant, be sure to

immense and like their

join us in November during the

predecessors, the 2022 cohorts are

award ﬁnals to ﬁnd out!
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11

KWARA
STATE GREEN
HANGOUT

“The environment is a reﬂection of the people in it”

T

he Green Hangout is

how to better the

one out of the many

environment, sounds

platforms that we created

interesting right? Well, that

to increase the visibility of

is exactly what the Kwara

our advocacy and to further

State Green Hangout

deepen the reach of our

depicts.

campaign to build a

To be a part of the Green

sustainable network of

Hangout in your State, sign

young environmentalists.

up as one of our volunteers

Picture a gathering of young

and then you get to

environmental enthusiasts

experience what its like to

w h e r e

be a change-maker for

t h e r e

i s

HANGOUT
PICTURES

yourself.

entertainment and
enriching discussions on

12
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EETF ENVIRO SPACE SERIES
”You are the average outcome of the people,
places and things you surround yourself with”

F

If you are social media savvy

We have had topics ranging

then you should be familiar with

from youth involvement to

Twitter Space, a recent feature

impact of women in promoting

on Twitter where you can use

sustainable development and

the audio feature to have

of course, The series have

enlightening conversations.

proven to be insightful and

Yes, that one! Every month, we

enlightening for our audience.

gather on the EET Foundation 's

You can also listen to

Twitter platform with our

recordings of past series via our
Twitter platform.

or several months now, we

tackle major environmental

State/Country Representatives

have had thought

challenges while providing

as hosts.

provoking discussions with the

possible solutions all at the

EETF ENVIRO SPACE SERIES

same time and what makes it

hosted by the representatives

even more captivating is the

of the Eleven Eleven Twelve

choice of platform and the

Foundation and these sessions

mode of interaction of this

have created a platform to

particular program.
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2022 WORLD
CLEAN-UP DAY

PICTURES FROM ALL LOCATIONS

“Cooperation and Collaboration: Building Bridges Between
Disparate Communities and Including all Levels of Society”

T

he key to a cleaner

The message we passed

planet is in all our

was clear, we need all

hands, we know this but we

hands to be on deck if we

need to sensitize the

are to build back better and

general public and the

beyond the activities of the

opportunity came once

day, measures have to be

again during the 2022 World

put in place to monitor,

Clean up Day held on the

evaluate and sustain the

17th of September 2022.

cleanup locations.

The Clean up activity was

The clean environment we

held across several states

envisage is possible and

and countries in Africa with

with cooperation and

the main aim of cleaning

collaboration from all levels

the environment and

within the society, we can

advocating for a safer and

change the world!

Niger
Akwa Ibom
Tanzania
Oyo
Kenya

healthier environment.
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2022 GREEN
WEBINAR SERIES

2022 GREEN

Topics, Highlights
WEBINAR SERIES & Feedbacks

“It is important to keep raising awareness for Climate Change,
we have to accept and understand that a problem exists
so that we can come together to ﬁnd a lasting solution”

T

he 2022 Green Webinar Series

the sense of reduction in their use

design to foster discussions

per unit of economic output, to

that sets to reduce unemployment

minimize adverse environmental

by creating green jobs, enhancing

impacts.

the quality of our environment and

4. Encourage better integration of

adding value to the continent's

environmental concerns into other

economy without compromising

policy areas, such as regional

the quality of the environment for

policy, agriculture, ﬁsheries, energy

future generations

and transport will ensure better

OUR OBJECTIVES FOR THIS YEAR

decision-making and coherent

ARE CLEAR AND CONCISE:

policy approaches that deliver

1.Promotion of environmental

multiple beneﬁts.

education and communication

5. Educate and engage more

related to environmental issues.

effectively in the adoption of

2.Bring to attention the

Sustainable Development Goals to

advantages of the integration of

further steps that could be taken to

environmental concerns into

reduce impacts on the

policies, plans, programs and

environment across the African

projects for economic and social

continent.

development.
3. Creating awareness on efﬁcient
use of environmental resources in

18
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WK 1-4

MAKE HISTORY WITH US
(TIPS ON HOW YOU CAN IMPACT THE ENVIRONMENT)
We love and care for the environment and if you are reading this, we know you do too so why not join
hands with us and let us take this bold step of rebuilding a greater Africa together?
Here are ﬁve simple steps you need to take to be a part of our journey and make history with us!
-Follow us on all of our social media platform @eet_foundation
-Share our posts with your family and friends
-Attend our events both physical and online
-Support our cause by engaging our posts and you might even win a token on our Green Monday Revamp
-Send us your feedback! Yes, you can send us a feedback by shooting us a mail via
enquires@eetfoundation.org
Together, through Advocacy, Research and Empowerment, we will build a thriving and sustainable Africa!
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